If your order for solar screens is for your whole house (all the windows), as a bonus we will discount your order by the following.

- $25  13-22 Windows
- $50  23-32 Windows
- $75  33+ Windows

As a 90% solar screen material upgrade offer, we will upgrade up to ten of your windows to our 90% solar screen material at ½ price ($2.50ea) if your total solar screen order is for 15 or more windows.

We will take $25 OFF of your solar screen order if we can leave behind our yard sign in your yard on the day of installation for two weeks. At least five of the solar screens we are installing will need to be on the front of your house clearly visible from the street, and the house cannot be isolated in a cul-de-sac or outside of a sub-division. This applies to orders over 600 Total Inches.

This offer is not available in Round Rock or Lakeway, as the City Ordinances for these two cities do not allow the promotion of businesses via yard signs to be displayed within a residential property. Additionally, please check with your HOA to verify that your HOA is okay with the display of our yard sign.

If you are currently employed as a Law Enforcement Officer or are Actively Serving in the Military, we would like to thank you by extending to you our Protect and Serve Discount of $25 OFF. This applies to orders over 750 Total Inches.

Your service is recognized and very much appreciated by us, and we respectfully Thank You for what you do. ~Josh & Paula Hobbs